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Introduction

Fraud is a generic category of crime which involves an individual or group of individuals dishonestly obtaining property or some financial advantage by means of deception. Perpetrators of fraud may seek to gain money, property, time or information and the means used are as varied as are the opportunities which arise. Offenders may be individuals or employees or managers of organisations in both the public and private sectors, while their victims may be their employers as well as individual consumers of any age and gender. Put simply, fraud affects us all and is of particular concern to those who manage large government and business organisations where the potential losses are greatest.

Strategies used to prevent and to control fraud are astoundingly diverse and represent an area of crime prevention in which the traditional boundaries which exist between all those involved need to be crossed. Techniques vary from the most general policy statements designed to ensure the efficient conduct of business organisations, to highly specific information offered to enable people to avoid personal victimisation. Approaches currently being used to deal with fraud include the use of publicity designed to improve fraud awareness, risk management, regular auditing, and improving the detection and investigation of fraud. A substantial industry also exists in manufacturing technological means of preventing and detecting fraudulent acts.

It must, of course, be remembered that fraud prevention involves a complex and sensitive process of balancing an organisation’s diverse interests and limited resources. Some solutions may be totally effective in terms of reducing fraud but may have the consequence of stifling commerce and making everyday business transactions so unwieldy and costly to manage that no one would be willing to use them. Fraud prevention should, therefore, aim to maximise crime reduction without imposing unrealistic burdens on legitimate business activity.

This paper seeks to distil from a diverse range of sources, the most effective strategies and programmes which have been used successfully in the past to prevent criminal fraud perpetrated against both individuals and organisations and which have the greatest potential to prevent emerging instances of fraud in the future. Eight areas, which may be described as “best practice in fraud prevention”, are examined: fraud awareness and education; management of fraud control; personnel monitoring; transaction monitoring; improvements in personal identification; counterfeiting prevention; computer systems monitoring; and legally-based deterrence. Each of these strategies and programmes relies to varying degrees upon the actions of people as well as technology and, where fully implemented, the benefits in terms of fraud reduction can be dramatic. The challenge lies, not only in identifying and publicising these approaches but also in persuading members of the community to make use of them in both their personal and business lives.

Fraud Awareness and Education

One of the most effective strategies used to control fraud is education of the public as to the nature of the risks of fraud which they face, and how they may protect themselves. Informing the public of the need to protect PINs and passwords which are used in conjunction with card-based transactions is a simple yet effective strategy which can have highly beneficial results. In the United Kingdom, one particularly effective plastic card fraud prevention strategy involved a high profile publicity and education campaign by the Association for Payment Clearing Services including posters, leaflets, and television and radio coverage to raise public awareness.
of the problem and to encourage card holders to take more care of their cards which was highly successful in reducing plastic card fraud (Webb 1996).

There are also many other practical steps which card users can adopt to detect the possibility of fraud. Some danger signs for example, include monthly bills not arriving on time, the amount shown on charge slips not corresponding with users’ originals, sales assistants being unusually attentive of card details during transactions, renewal cards not arriving on time, double imprinting by cashiers and sales staff misplacing cards (Grau 1993).

Educating retailers and particularly sales staff about the ways in which fraud may be perpetrated has also been effective, although care is needed to ensure that staff are not alerted to ways in which they may act dishonestly themselves. Conducting close examinations of plastic cards to detect forgeries and looking out for suspicious customers have been recommended by both law enforcement and business organisations (Dyson and McKenzie 1996, Van Leeuwen 1996).

Finally, one of the success stories in fraud control in recent years has been efforts taken by the insurance industry in Australia which, through the adoption of a range of measures including the use of publicity and education, has reduced estimated losses incurred through fraud and arson from $A1.19 billion in 1994 to $A500 million in 1997 (Insurance Council of Australia 1997).

Management of Fraud Control

Effective Fraud Control Policies

Another recent achievement in fraud prevention and control has been the realisation that policies need to be established and supported by management. Guidelines have been developed by the Commonwealth government in its Fraud Control Competency Standards and by the national body, Standards Australia, in its Standard No. AS 3806-98 Compliance Programs (1988) which provide guidelines for both public and private sector organisations on the establishment, implementation and management of effective fraud control and compliance programmes.

In recent years, more and more organisations seem to be developing fraud control policies. In the survey of 477 medium and large organisations in Victoria conducted for the Victoria Police by Deakin University in 1994, only twenty-seven per cent had fraud prevention policies in place (Deakin University 1994). In November 1995, the forty-eight per cent of the 123 Australian respondents to Ernst and Young’s fraud survey had a fraud prevention policy in place and fifty-one per cent had conducted fraud reviews (Ernst and Young 1996). Most recently, in Ernst and Young’s 1997 fraud survey, almost three quarters of the eighty-four Australian respondents indicated that their organisation had an explicit policy on fraud reporting (1998). An example of one of Australia’s most thorough and comprehensive fraud control policies in the private sector is BHP’s Guide to Business Conduct (1997).

Governments, too, have taken steps to introduce comprehensive fraud control policies. In 1987, the Commonwealth government embarked upon a review of its systems for dealing with fraud and concluded that each agency should have primary responsibility for dealing with
fraud, that the emphasis should be on fraud prevention rather than deterrence-based approaches, and that agencies should bear primary responsibility for investigating minor instances of fraud. Procedures were then introduced to implement these reforms and these were evaluated during the following years. In 1992 consultants were specifically engaged to examine the Department of Administrative Services (Ernst and Young and Australian Institute of Criminology 1993) and the subsequent report set in train a process of consultation which led to the creation of the current Fraud Control Policy of the Commonwealth.

**Monitoring Fraud Control Policies**

Once fraud control policies have been established it is necessary for them to be implemented and, most importantly, monitored in order to ensure that they achieve the desired effects. In 1992, for example, the New South Wales Independent Commission Against Corruption examined the cash handling systems which operated in New South Wales public hospitals and made recommendations aimed at improving cash handling procedures and controls. Although this review was directed at the prevention of corruption, it also entailed fraud control. A monitoring project was then undertaken to establish the effectiveness of the reforms introduced (see New South Wales, Independent Commission Against Corruption 1994).

In another initiative, believed to be a world first, the Australian Payments System Council conducted a review of the security standards evident in retail electronic funds transfer systems in 1990-91. Where shortcomings were revealed, these were followed up at both institution and industry level and more general guidelines published to improve EFT security. The Council also conducted an annual review of the level of compliance with various financial system codes of conduct (Australian Payments System Council 1998).

**Personnel Monitoring**

Perhaps the greatest risk of fraud to an organisation lies within its personnel. Recent surveys by KPMG (1997) and Ernst and Young (1998) both found that fraud is most often carried out by employees, particularly at senior management level. The administration of modern technologically-based security systems involves a wide range of personnel from those engaged in the manufacture of security devices to those who maintain sensitive information concerning passwords and account records. Each has the ability to make use of confidential information or facilities to commit fraud or, what is more likely to occur, to collude with people outside the organisation to perpetrate an offence. Preventing such activities requires an application of effective risk management within an organisation in which the comprehensiveness of the strategies adopted are matched with the extent of the risks involved.

**Pre-Employment Integrity Screening**

Initially, organisations need to be confident that the staff they are employing are reliable and trustworthy. In addition to having detailed job application forms and checking references with named as well as independent referees, managers should be trained in interviewing skills in order to ensure that dishonest conduct in a potential employee’s past may be identified and an assessment made as to whether or not dishonest behaviour is likely to occur in the future (Sims and Sims 1995).
On-going Monitoring of Integrity of Personnel

Even if an organisation has carried out initial integrity checks on new employees, it is essential that personnel be regularly monitored in terms of their risk of behaving fraudulently. There are now extensive lists of “red flags” which are available to assist managers in isolating individuals most likely to be at risk of committing fraud which often include behavioural or social characteristics such as problems with addiction to alcohol or gambling or unusual working patterns. Long-term employees who have acquired considerable knowledge of an organisation’s security procedures should also be monitored, particularly where work-related disputes develop or where redundancy may be a possibility. Finally there are various employment practices which assist in fraud minimisation such as regular training and supervision in addition to job rotation. Having separate control systems in place, such as for purchasing and payment, has also been found to be effective.

Transaction Monitoring

Because computers play such an instrumental role in the operation of modern commercial transactions, they provide an effective means of enabling what takes place to be monitored. This is helpful not only in detecting fraud immediately it occurs, but also in maintaining profiles of normal behaviour as a preventive strategy.

Software to Analyse Normal Transaction Patterns

A number of organisations are now, for example, providing so-called neural networks for use in the prevention of electronic funds transfer fraud. Software has been devised to analyse plastic cardholder spending patterns in order to alert individuals to the presence of unauthorised transactions and also merchant deposit monitoring techniques to detect claiming patterns of corrupt merchants. Software has also been created which will permit records to be maintained of lost cards, stolen cards, counterfeit cards, fraudulent applications, cards never received, mail order, phone order and catalogue sales as well as merchant fraud (Nestor Inc. 1996).

A widely acclaimed system has been developed by the Health Insurance Commission to detect inappropriate claims made by health care providers and members of the public in respect of various government-funded health services and benefits. The development of the HICs artificial neural network received the Prime Minister’s Award for Innovations in the Public Sector for Process Improvement in 1997. The system involves the use of geo-spatial and demographic computer analysis techniques with geographic mapping of neural net classifications. It contributed to the HIC locating $3.9 million in benefits which were paid incorrectly to providers and the public in 1996-97 (Health Insurance Commission 1997).

Payment Authorisation

One of the main strategies used to prevent debit and credit card fraud has been to lower floor limits (the transaction value at which authorisation is required from financial institutions before the card can be accepted). In Britain, the percentage of plastic card transactions which required authorisation increased from approximately ten per cent in 1992 to close to fifty per cent now. This strategy, along with the introduction of a national ‘Hot Card File’, or database of stolen cards, led to a forty-nine per cent reduction in point of sale fraud between 1991 and 1994 (Webb 1996: 24).
A related authorisation strategy which has been highly successful in preventing cheque fraud is the Positive Pay system provided by various banks. Businesses are able to provide their bank with electronic lists of cheques issued each day, which are immediately reconciled with cheques actually presented. Any forged or altered cheques will then be detected and payment stopped (Bank of America 1996).

Centralised Reporting

Centralised fraud reporting has also been important in reducing plastic card fraud. Cardlink Services Limited, for example, maintains extensive records of fraudulent credit card transactions which are used for prosecution purposes (Van Rhoda 1991). The Australian Bankers Association is also establishing a system to share information relating to card-based fraud between various financial institutions in an attempt to identify suspect transactions and individuals.

Personal Identification

One of the most frequently used strategies to perpetrate fraud is the creation and use of a false identity based upon altered or counterfeit documentation, and the most successful countermeasure involves improving the reliability of evidence used for personal identification. Authentication of one’s identity is also crucial in preventing computer-based fraud.

Password Security

Passwords used as a means of identifying individuals and restricting access to computer technologies are popular at present although frequently misused and abused. It is possible to guess passwords, particularly if little or no thought has been given to their selection, or to use various forms of social engineering to trick users into revealing their passwords for subsequent improper use. The use of brute computing force has also been used to break passwords such as through the use of password cracking programs which systematically search entire dictionaries in search of a password.

In addition to user education, a variety of innovative ideas have been developed to protect passwords and to enhance user authentication (see Alexander 1995). Systems are available which change passwords regularly, or which deny access after a specified number of consecutive tries using invalid passwords. Terminals have been devised with automatic shutdown facilities which operate when they have not been used for specified periods. Single use passwords, where the password changes with every successive login according to an agreed protocol known to the user and system operator, are also available. The SecureID card, for example, generates a new password every 60 seconds which is a function of the time and a secret 64-bit seed that it unique to the card (Denning 1998). Challenge-response protocols and call-back systems have also been devised as a means of carrying out user authentication (see, for example, NetCrusader 1998). Finally, space geodetic methods have been devised to authenticate the physical locations of users. One company, CyberLocator, makes use of a location signature sensor which utilises signals transmitted by satellite in order to determine a location on earth at any given time. Users are thus able to be located at the time they attempt to gain access to the system, which provides a safeguard against individuals pretending to be legitimate users who are located in a different physical location (Denning 1998).
Biometric Identification

The most recent and effective systems for personal identification involve the use of so-called biometric identifiers which make use of an individual’s unique physical characteristics. Common examples include fingerprints, voice patterns, typing patterns, retinal images, facial or hand geometry, and even the identification of a person’s subcutaneous vein structures or body odours (Johnson 1996). One company, “Fingerscan”, has supplied fingerprint identification systems to Woolworths in Australia and a major Indonesian Bank which has used the system to replace password identification (Anonymous 1996). Because these properties are generally impossible to counterfeit, they create a very high level of security.

An alternative biometric approach is that which relies upon the digital transformation of a person’s handwritten signature. A system for recording the biometric dynamics of a signature involves the use of an electronic stylus and an electronic capture board which enable the user’s handwriting characteristics including the form of the signature and the physical dynamics of the writing such as the degree of pressure applied by the stylus to the page whilst signing, to be digitally recorded (Australia, Attorney General’s Department 1998).

The costs and volume of data required to be stored online to enable comparison for any potential user may, however, be prohibitive and there is always the possibility that computer security systems could be compromised by reproducing data streams which correspond with the biometric characteristics in question. An additional problem is that users must be required to provide samples of their characteristic and that the security of these samples could be compromised. Some people also find the process of providing personal information in public distasteful, which was one reason given for the reluctance of retailers to make use of a cheque fraud prevention initiative which required customers to leave their fingerprint on cheques before they would be accepted by retailers (see Pidco 1996).

Databases of Individuals and Businesses

Maintaining extensive databases of individuals is another way of being able to validate identities. Although this may be an effective fraud control measure, it raises considerable problems relating to privacy and the security of information which is held. In the United Kingdom, for example, a long and bitter struggle took place before a voluntary national system of identity cards could be introduced in conjunction with photo drivers’ licences (Gill 1997).

In Australia in the early 1990s, a complex database was created by the federal government in an attempt to prevent taxation and social security fraud, by identifying individuals who have made claims for benefits from government funds to which they are not entitled. The Parallel Data-matching Program makes use of tax file numbers and permits income records to be compared with payment records held by various benefit providing departments. The Program permits anomalies in payments to be identified and targeted for further investigation, and also enables individuals to be identified who are entitled to receive benefits which they have not claimed. In the year 1996-97, the Program resulted in direct savings of $A157 million for two departments, Social Security and Employment, Education, Training and Youth Affairs. The cost of conducting the Program for the same year was $A25 million resulting in a net saving of $A132 million.
The 100 Point System

In the world of banking, verification of one’s identity is a critical element of fraud control. The Commonwealth government’s Project Gatekeeper which aims to provide a system of secure electronic communications on public networks when dealing with the federal government also requires that individuals provide evidence of identification when registering with public key Certification Authorities (Australia, Office of Government Information Technology 1998). Both financial institutions, pursuant to the Financial Transaction Reports Act 1988 (Cth), and Certification Authorities require multiple and independent primary sources of identification to be submitted. Primary documentation (such as a passport or birth certificate worth 70 points) along with matching secondary documentation (such as a bank statement) are required in order to satisfy the 100 points of documentary evidence of identity required. Unfortunately it is possible to submit documents which have been forged or altered through the use of computerised desktop publishing equipment.

Many primary documents are now protected through the use of various security devices, such as holograms, micro-printing and void pantographs (which reveal the word “void” when photocopied). Unless staff who inspect such documents are fully trained in recognising false or altered documents, it is possible to open various accounts in a variety of false names and make use of all of the banking facilities available, including loan facilities, until such time as the fraud is discovered or the false identity made known.

Another simple solution to the problem of counterfeit identification documentation is to validate identification documents with the issuing source. Staff presented with a birth certificate should, for example, check if the details correspond with those held in the central office of Births Deaths and Marriages. An electricity account tendered as an identification document should be validated by checking with the electricity company concerned.

An example of an effective computerised personal identification system is that used by a retail chain in New York, Tops Appliance City Inc. This strategy which was introduced in 1993 involves a computer network which checks credit card applications by photographing the applicant digitally, and recording the applicant’s signature and other identifying information such as driver’s licence, telephone and social security numbers. This information is then used to validate future purchases and also when the customer collects merchandise. The strategy resulted in a ninety per cent reduction in credit card fraud losses over a seventeen month period following its introduction, with a fifty-seven per cent reduction in losses per incident (Masuda 1996).

Counterfeiting Prevention

Counterfeiting prevention has developed greatly in recent years and a wide range of security features are now commonplace for plastic cards, cheques, and banknotes. Standard cheque security features include laid lines, colour prismatic printing, void pantographs, warning bands, high-resolution borders, holograms, micro-printing, secure number fonts, artificial watermarks and chemical voids.

Plastic cards are now protected by security printing, micro-printing, holograms, embossed characters, tamper-evident signature panels, magnetic stripes with improved card validation technologies and indent printing. Smart cards, of course, are much more difficult to copy than
ordinary magnetic stripe cards by reason of the need to re-engineer the silicone chip used to record data on the card.

The main problem with having so many security features in cards is that those who are required to validate them might not be familiar with all of the features present in the legitimate card and not trained to recognise counterfeit copies. There is also the possibility of sales staff being subjected to intimidation or violence if they refuse to process transactions, or delay unduly.

Another means of reducing the risk of counterfeiting is in imposing controls on the availability of the raw materials used in the manufacture of counterfeit cards, documents and currency. In Canada, recently, the RCMP introduced a campaign of issuing warning posters to companies which design and distribute white plastic and embossing machines used in the production of credit cards. The companies used the notices to educate staff about security and to monitor unusual requests for materials which could be used for counterfeiting (Duncan 1996).

Australia has been a world leader in the prevention of currency counterfeiting. Following the release of Australia’s decimal currency in 1966, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation was engaged by the Reserve Bank of Australia to design more secure banknotes. The result was the development of polymer substrate banknotes which make use of two layers of polypropylene which are laminated under heat and pressure. The process also enables a clear window to be incorporated into the note with a space for hologram-like devices visible from either side of the note (James 1995).

Modern banknotes may also be protected by Optical Variable Devices (OVDs) which are images formed by grooves placed in ultra-fine aluminium which act like multiple miniature prisms to scatter white light into colours. This image is far more difficult to counterfeit than a hologram, but is a more expensive security measure (Michaelis 1993).

**Computer Systems Monitoring**

Fraud in recent times has been greatly facilitated through the use of computers, and fraud prevention initiatives, particularly in the areas of electronic commerce, have sought to protect computers and computer networks from interference and manipulation. As we approach the year 2000, with the ever-developing sophistication of computer systems, continued efforts directed at preventing fraud through effective management and monitoring of information technology systems will be essential.

Already, however, there have been great improvements in this area. ATM and EFTPOS terminals are now being located in secure places where users are protected both physically, as well as against shoulder surfing, to obtain PINs. Terminals are now being placed in lobbies with card access and some have even been placed under armed guard. Systems which monitor vital points of an ATM for signs of physical attack have also been installed. Standardised requirements for ATM placement and design have also been created such as Australian Standard AS 3769 which governs the positioning of ATM and EFTPOS devices where PIN entry is required.

Various commercial products are also available to prevent computer eavesdropping, or the interception of the electro-magnetic emanations from computer equipment. These include the use of computers which limit the amount of EMR which is emitted and shields which prevent
emissions from extending beyond certain areas or the external walls of buildings. Insulated covers and containers, for example, may be used on each micro-computer. It is also possible to produce electronic interference (noise) which will prevent EMR from being scanned, although some scanning devices are able to filter out such noise. By using micro-computers which do not use CRTs for video display the amount of emanation is reduced although it may still be intercepted (Wolfe 1995). Emission screening tends, however, to be expensive making its use beyond the budget of all but those organisations which deal in high-level security information.

Finally, sophisticated systems have been devised to provide secure electronic communications for use in connection with computer-based commerce. The Commonwealth government’s Project Gatekeeper which aims to provide a common platform for the development of systems which rely upon public key cryptography and digital signatures is a recent example. Although this makes use of the most secure systems to protect data in the process of electronic transmission, concerns regarding the physical security of cryptographic keys which may be held on computer hard drives or smartcards, remain.

**Legal Deterrence**

The deterrent effects of criminal prosecution and punishment represent the final means of deterring fraud, although quantifying the extent to which they are successful is problematic, to say the least. In addition to conventional judicial punishments such as fines, restitution and compensation orders, forfeiture and disqualification, unsupervised release, supervised release (probation, community service, intensive corrections) and custodial orders, there are a variety of other consequences which may follow the detection of fraudulent conduct including adverse publicity, professional disciplinary sanctions, civil action, injunctive orders and, most recently, various forms of reconciliation or community conferencing.

Whilst many small-scale property offenders behave more or less impulsively, and are unlikely to be deterred by the possibility of a criminal sanction being imposed, white collar offenders are much more likely to engage in rational calculation, making some assessment of the prospective benefits and costs of a given course of action. In these circumstances, the greater the perceived likelihood of conviction and the more severe the expected punishment, the less the inclination to offend. Individuals who are aware, for example, that their assets may be confiscated following a criminal conviction, may consider that the benefits to be derived from offending are not worthwhile. Arguably, the continued use of assets forfeiture legislation is beneficial and deserves increased publicity.

The conclusions which may be reached from the extensive research which has been carried out into the deterrent effects of the imposition of criminal sanctions, are that while the availability of incarceration acts as a general deterrent to an unsubstantiated extent for some members of the community, increasing the use of incarceration will not result in greater deterrent effects nor in an overall reduction in crime. On the other hand, well publicised prison sentences help send the important message to the community, and particularly members of the business community, that dishonesty is not tolerated.

On rare occasions fraudsters are reformed following a period of imprisonment. Probably the best known example is of Frank Abagnale, who served four years in the United States for forging numerous cheques worth the equivalent of $A3.16 million. He was released from
prison on condition that he assist law enforcement agencies in designing fraud prevention strategies and now runs a successful financial crime prevention consultancy (Boreham 1996).

Prison, however is not a panacea. Rather than increase spending on the wider use of incarceration, prospective offenders would more effectively be deterred through increased efforts at fraud prevention and enhancing rates of detection and reporting of offences.

Conclusions

This paper has identified eight areas in which efforts have been made to prevent fraud. Some have been used with considerable success while others have only partially been used due to a variety of financial and logistical problems.

Unfortunately, some of the strategies which have been mentioned are unlikely to be taken up fully because of the costs involved or the perceived potential impact on commerce. Others, however, such as the provision of information, are relatively inexpensive and it is these which are likely to yield the greatest immediate benefits in terms of fraud prevention.

In preventing this highly technical form of crime, it is essential for all those involved to work cooperatively making use of the latest developments which have been devised to deal with the sometimes highly specific and deviously imaginative ways in which fraud is now being carried out. Fraud prevention at the end of the millennium will require that the artificial boundaries which exist between public and private sector agencies and between these agencies and individuals in the community be removed or at least that ways of acting cooperatively within existing frameworks be developed. Much has already been achieved in this regard and efforts need to be made to continue such initiatives in the future.
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